This survey paper aims to find out how far the security is a concern and how the university libraries are lacking in this sector. The paper reviewed the literature on security issues and identified issues are verified through a survey of 21 University Libraries of West Bengal. The study finds out that security is a neglected area in libraries and only 5 university libraries have been able to cross a significant role. There is a need to evaluate the security scenario in the libraries of India and emphasis should be given on such issues. There has been more concern about the service but there is a need to put emphasis on the security management area in the library and information centre.
The nature of the activities within the libraries and kind of services have brought problems and threats to the library professionals. In the study these threats, problems are identified as the 'Hazards' in the library environment. To identify the kinds of hazards within the library there is a need to recognise the different facets or problem areas of library hazards. Here the words used to standardise the concept as there were no definite terms available in this context. There was no definite work done in this sector which is solely dedicated to the concept of hazards in the library.
It is observed that the security is the most overlooked areas in the libraries and the librarians and administrators are less concerned about this issue. There have been growing needs to consider the library security and the question of whether the concept of security management is essential in the libraries are needed to be answered. But the most important part is whether there is any need to put emphasis on security in the University libraries.
The University library is always a centre of knowledge of the institution. The activities and services are usually diverse in nature. The tools and techniques used over here are different in nature. The security threats, problems in the University library system in West Bengal are one of the major problems
The knowledge resources are always major d r i v i n g f o r c e s f o r t h e c o n t i n u o u s development of the society as well as the country. Thus securing such resources is also the major responsibility of the librarian. Library security is always been the major concern from the earliest to modern civilisation. Earlier the books were chained as there used to be only single copy of the books and those books acted as the treasures of the society. Now the concern has been shifted to service than the preserving or securing the resources. In the case of academic libraries, university libraries become the centre of diverse activities of knowledge acquisition, knowledge processing and knowledge dissemination. Here ICT plays a key role in providing such services. With the increasing complexities in providing the services of the university libraries different problems, threats, hazards have been common to the professionals.
T h e c o n c e p t o f s e c u r i t y a n d i t s management is not at all regarded as an important area of consideration in the library and information centre. The area is also not at all explored to provide a basic guideline to the professionals. Now the library professionals are quite conversant with different management systems. There have been several management facets like financial management and human resource management are well established within the library framework but the and the security care is a mostly neglected area in a library environment. It is also assumed that the concept of security management is not at all well recognised in the University library systems. In this dimension, the study was conducted to determine the problems of different hazards of the library in regard to security and to identify the nature of the security threats and its protection measures taken by the University libraries of West Bengal.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The area of related literature in library security is not clearly defined. There have been numerous literature under the different non-identical terms related to library security. Based on the review of the literature, terms have been arranged under different sub-headings. The literature is organized into chronological order to trace the development of the different facets of the security management systems.
Cupp stressed the importance of security and difficulty of preventing theft of archival materials and the focus is on planning and recommending an in-service training 1 programme for staff . Martin showed the theory of archival security as found in the different papers and also prepared a bibliography of relevant literature works and also showed the results of a survey of archivists to see what some of the realities 2 of archival security . Whereas Cox presented three cases of how to control and own records of native people, the use of records of Supreme Court of U.S. and lack of administration and related problems of e-mail messages in the White Cady depicted that to secure the resources adequate insurance coverage was the main aspect of maintaining library collections but Oehlerts stressed more on the procedures and allied dispute of a risk management issues that will help to examine possessions at the item record 5, 6 level .
Dhiman discussed about the librarians problems regarding stock verification specifically electronic publications in near future whereas McGinty talked to develop a program of a risk management through specific insurance policies which may be the best for libraries but Payton & Shields examined the rate of insurance awareness in the academic library and its officials in Louisiana and Mississippi in the after the attack of 7, 8, 9 Hurricanes Katrina and Rita . Serfontein studied whether there were any problems associated with the collection security in the libraries of Natal, 32 South Africa . Allen described a few incidents of rare book and manuscript theft that will help to prevent theft in the Stack outlined common objections of installing systems stressing the need for accurate inventories and suggested 67 several strong arguments in their favour . Zhang delineated security concerned and outlined prevention for system administrators. Yerkey described the way of security of the database during a single computer or network. Thompson stated social engineering as a method of breaching 68 computer and information security . Westenkirchner offered guidelines to procure video surveillance system in libraries on 69 the experience of the Auburn University Libraries . Xavier's College were also excluded from the study. The institutes of national importance such as IIT, IIM, and ISI situated in West Bengal will be excluded from this research work as these are different from university library system in respect of administration and resource infrastructural facility.
OBJECTIVES

METHODOLOGY
The work was based on a descriptive survey that consists of the structured questionnaire and non-participant observation method. The preliminary research questions have been structured through a brief pilot project to get accurate information. Questions were grouped under different factors like library ergonomics, theft and vandalism, building security, fire protection, network security etc. The researcher in person visited all the university libraries to observe the prevention of library hazards with special reference to security management condition.
Thus the survey was conducted and designed to describe the existing security management pattern of the different University libraries in West Bengal. Table 1 shows the distribution of comparative security measures in theft and vandalism in the central library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total points assigned here was 10 and the maximum point was scored by BU library and minimum points were scored by 5 University libraries. The trend shows less awareness of the theft and vandalism area in most of the universities. m Building & Equipment Security Table 2 shows the distribution of comparative security m Collection Security Table 3 shows the distribution of the comparative security measures of the collection in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total of 10 points were assigned to collection security and 1 University library was able to score full points. It is clear from the study collection security is neglected area as most of the libraries unable to score well.
DATA ANALYSIS m Theft and Vandalism
Universities Collection Security Points Assigned
Points scored m Fire Security Table 5 shows the distribution of comparative security measures against fire in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total 18 points were assigned and the maximum point was scored by 1 WBNUJS library. It is also shown that 15 libraries scored merely which is the indication of less awareness in the area of fire safety. 
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m User Privacy Table 6 shows the distribution of comparative security measures in user privacy in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total 12 points were assigned regarding User Privacy and only CU library scored maximum point's i.e. 9 and there is less awareness in most of the libraries.
m Security Protection Table 7 shows the distribution of comparative measures regarding security protection in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total of 41 points were assigned and only 1 University library was able to score the highest points and 1 University library scored the lowest point. It also shows that 15 university libraries scored less than 20 points which indicated the worst situation of security protection in the university libraries. m Cleaning & Maintenance Table 8 shows the distribution of the comparative measures of Table 9 shows the distribution of the comparative security measures of preservation in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total 5 points were assigned in regard to preservation where 2 University libraries were able to score maximum points. There is also less m Digital Preservation Table 10 shows the distribution of comparative security measures of digital preservation in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total 18 points were assigned where maximum of 10 points were scored by VB library and 8 University libraries are unable to score any point. It is also an indication that most of the university libraries are not in a situation to cope up with the technological change so they have not adopted digital preservation in their institute yet. cleaning and maintenance in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal. It shows that total 7 points were assigned and 2 University libraries were able to score maximum points and there is a conflicting relationship with preservation and security in terms of cleaning and dusting.
awareness in the area and there is a limited number of area to judge preservation from the security perspective. Total   PA  PS  PA  PS  PA  PS  PA  PS PA PS  PA  PS  PA  PS  PA  PS  PA  PS  PA  PS  PA  PS PU  10  2  25  18  10  5  40  12  18  5  12  8  41  10  7  1  5  2  18  0  186  63   RBU  10  2  25  21  10  1  40  30  18 10  12  4  41  19  7  5  5  3  18  0  186  95   SKBU  10  1  25  11  10  1  40  5  18  6  12  3  41  3  7  5  5  2  18  0  186  37   UBKV  10  2  25  11  10  2  40  18  18  7  12  4  41  8  7  5  5  2  18  0  186  59   UGB  10  1  25  8  10  0  40  1  18  2  12  3  41  3  7  4  5  2  18  0  186  24   VB  10  2  25  17  10  8  40  22  18 10  12  6  41  26  7  3  5  2  18  10  186  106   VU  10  2  25  17  10  3  40  29  18  4  12  7  41  20  7  3  5  2  18  6  186  93   WBNUJS  10  4  25  19  10  5  40  24  18 12  12  7  41  17  7  5  5  2  18  1  186  96   WBSU  10  1  25  8  10  0  40  2  18  2  12  4  41  8  7  3  5  2  18  0  186  30   WBUAFS  10  1  25  18  10  4  40  25  18  8  12  7  41  16  7  5  5  3  18  5  186  92   WBUHS  10  1  25  11  10  0  40  2  18  3  12  4  41  1  7  3  5  2  18  0  186  27   WBUT  10  4  25  14  10  3  40  26  18 11  12  7  41  20  7  5  5  2  18  6  186  98 m Distribution of Security Measure Points in the Central Library of the Universities in West Bengal m Rank Wise Distribution Table 12 shows the rank-wise distribution of the University libraries in West Bengal in regard to security protection. It shows that the first five University libraries were only able to score more than 100 points. It also shows that the CU library scored maximum and took the first position whereas the next four best University libraries were BCKV, BU, JU and VB. The last 5 University libraries were AU, SKBU, WBSU, WBUHS and UGB which scored the points which were below 50. It also shows that the rest of Universities were in between these two categories.
CONCLUSION
The growing concern in the security and related areas is the real concern for the university libraries. There is a constant need for evaluation which shows the rise of the new facets under security management. The securing materials have become the gradual concern of the librarian in such a scenario.
